P007- Denison Mines fonds  
1956-1991  
9.77 m. of textual records, ca 25 videotapes, and other types of documents

Administrative History: Denison Mines Limited operated in Elliot Lake, Ontario from 1957 to March 1992. In April 1954, Stephen B. Roman purchased approximately 3,300 acres from North Denison Mines. In that same year, the company was reorganized and renamed Consolidated Denison Mines Limited. After their merger in 1960 with Can-Met Explorations, the company was renamed Denison Mines Limited. In 1961, the company entered the oil and gas industry in Canada, United States, Greece and Spain. In 1974, after amalgating with Stanrock Uranium Mines, Denison Mines Limited acquired Stanrock’s property and assets. In 1980, the company purchased uranium properties from Noranda Australia Limited, that were outside of Canada. The uranium produced by Denison Mines sites in Elliot Lake, provided fuel that was an important part of the electricity for Japan, Spain and also for Ontario, the nuclear plants were important clients. Although the Denison Mines sites in Elliot Lake closed in 1992, the company remained active there until 1997 in cleaning up the sites.

Scope and Content: The Denison Mines fonds consists of correspondence, union-management agreements, contracts, maintenance files, security files, health and safety files, accounting and shipping files, personnel records housing plans and development files. It also contains, maps and engineering diagrams, photographs and the complete series of Denison Mines publication “Nucleus”. Although not all level of operations are documented and despite that there are gaps for different years, the records of this fonds inform us on the Denison Mines administrative and business activities. Files on shipping of extracted minerals are included in the fonds. Their role in the development of the City of Elliot Lake, as well as the closing of the mine site in Elliot Lake and its implication for the city, are documented.

Note: Custodial history: Some of the records were kept at the office in Elliot Lake but most of them were in a closed mine site building.  
: Immediate source of acquisition: The fonds was donated in 1995.  
: Finding aid: a list is available.
Preliminary Listing

P007 - Denison Mines Fonds
1956-1991
9.77 linear meters of textual documents, photographs and cartographic drawings.

M.J. de Bastiani files

BOX 1

1. Union contracts - working papers
   1973-1976; undated
   3.0 cm of textual documents
   Collective agreements (Denison and USW), contract renewal proposals, non union salaried shift base (list), comparative wage, premium and paid time off provisions - selected mining, lists on salary

2. Elliot Lake Centre for continuing education Agenda
   1971-1972
   0.3 cm of textual documents
   Auditor's report, revenue fund, minutes, agenda

3. Elliot Lake Centre for Continuing education Agenda
   1972
   0.3 cm of textual documents
   Agenda and supporting reference material for the meeting of July 14, 1972

4. Elliot Lake Centre for continuing education
   1973
   0.4 cm of textual documents
   Organization and salary and benefit schedules

5. USW LU 5980, Contract renewal proposals to Denison Mines
   undated
   0.4 cm of textual documents

6. USW LU 5762, Contract renewal proposals to Denison Mines
   1975; undated
   Proposals from USW, from Denison, handwritten notes, draft of "safety and health"
7. USW, contract proposal Denison Mines Limited, Supervisor unit  
   1975  
   0.6 cm of textual documents

8. Union contracts, working papers  
   1976  
   2.3 cm of textual documents  

Proposals, comments on union's proposals, drafts of different articles of proposals with  
notations, documentation

BOX 2

1. Uranium customs tariff 1971  
   1971-1974  
   0.4 cm of textual documents  

   Correspondence, minutes of meeting with US Bureau of Customs, copy of "Laboratory study  
of Ammonium Diuranate Precipitation" (1958)

   1970-1972; undated  
   0.9 cm of textual documents  

   Correspondence, memo, booklet

3. Molycorp Yttrium Litigation, 1971  
   1968-1971; undated  
   0.4 cm of textual documents  

   List of molycorp shipments, correspondence, memo, report of an experimental work using  
ammonia, processing in removing zinc from yttrium

4. J. Kostuik reports, V.P. 71  
   1971-1972  
   5 pages of textual documents  

   General correspondence

5. M.J. de Bastiani, Personal, V.P. 71  
   1970-1971  
   1.1 cm of textual documents  

   Personal correspondence, correspondence, financial reports, bills regarding Stanrock  
Uranium Mines Limited and "pollution control of the effluent from the tailings disposal  
area..."
6. Head office - Exploration 1972
   1971-1972
   8 pages of textual documents

   Copies of correspondence concerning Ontario Hydro's proposal to place an electric power line on Denison Mine claims

7. Bill C-183
   1972
   2.5 cm of textual documents

   Correspondence, submission to the standing committee of the House of Commons on Labour, manpower and Immigration concerning bill C 183, by the mining Association of Canada, submission by Rio Algom Mines Limited, Bill C 183, An Act to Amend the Canada Labour Code.

8. Bill C 253, General correspondence, 1971
   1971-1972
   3.8 cm of textual documents

   Notes from telephone conversations, correspondence, notes on Bill C-253 and Bill C-183, notations on submissions, drafts, documentation, submission of the Board of Trade of Metropolitan Toronto regarding Bill c-253, Canada Labour Code, Bill C-253

BOX 3

1. Urwick, Currie and Partners Ltd.
   1972
   8 pages of textual documents

   Correspondence concerning hiring a consultant for negotiations to come, resume

2. Yttrium contracts gen. V.P. 71
   1972
   1 page of textual documents

   Correspondence concerning uranium pales in Europe

3. Long range planning, V.P. 71
   1971-1973
   3 pages of textual documents

   Letters concerning budget
4. Molycorp contract Corr. V.P. 71
   1971
   3 pages of textual documents

   Letters concerning Yttrium oxide concentrate

5. Elliot Lake Centre
   1972-1974
   5.7 cm of textual documents

   Minutes, audit reports, agendas, salary review, correspondence

BOX 4

1. Elliot Lake Centre for continuing Education
   1970-1972
   8.0 cm of textual documents

   Minutes, budgets, by-laws, agendas, records on Quetico centre
data, booklets, director's reports, files of applicants for Assistant Director

BOX 5

1. Provincial Minister of Mines conference
   1971
   3.5 cm of textual documents

   Speeches, reports and documentation, delegates' list

2. [Yellowcake and Uranium shipment]
   1969-1971
   1.9 cm of textual documents

   Correspondence concerning US Bureau of Customs and policies,
copies of shipment bills, (quantity of uranium) analytical reports on lots, names of customers
and list of shipments for each

3. D. Stohlman and Associates
   1971-1972
   1.8 cm of textual documents

   Notes, reports, studies for organization chart, suggested chart, staff list
4. Mine Minister's Conference
   1973
   4 pages of textual documents

   Copy of the programme for the conference to be held in Victoria

5. New Leaching Area; (General arrangement elevations) (Filter floor and Roof plans)
   3 engineering plan (diagrammatic flow sheet) print
   1965

6. Denison Mines Ltd. Serpent River Benthic and Limnological study project no. 524
   undated
   1 map (printed)

7. 1976 Mine Program, Production Schedule and Underground ventilation
   1976
   13 engineering plan [schema]

8. GNC Homes
   1975
   6 blue prints

   Model 42

9. GNC Homes
   1975
   5 blue prints

   Model 41

10. Elliot Lake Housing, Denison Mines Ltd., Preliminary
    1975
    6 blue prints

    50 unit apartment building, site plan, unit plans, floor plans, cross section, elevation

11. New Leaching area
    1967
    1 print

    Conditioner tank arrg't and details
12. Consolidated Denison Mines
   [1966]
   1 map

   Original map with identification of grounding loop and high voltage lines

13. A brief on behalf of the Township of Elliot Lake to establish secondary industry and rehabilitation of workers affected by industrial disease [1975?]
   1.2 cm of textual documents

14. Housing Report, Elliot Lake
   1975
   0.5 cm of textual documents and 3 maps (prints)

   Interim report, covering period March 4th-20th, 1975, current availability of service hand, Housing Accommodation and related problems

15. [Extension of Neighbourhood 3A]
   1975; undated
   2.0 cm of textual documents

   Brochures of modular homes, letters, official plan Elliot Lake planning area

BOX 6

1. [Negotiations/documentation]
   1975?
   1.2 cm of textual documents

   Copies of publications, and negotiation files of Tues, Mines' voice [vol 2:3, 1975] of USWA (Elliot Lake)

2. USWA - letter to Andras re lung cancer incidence in Elliot Lake mines
   Nov. 1974
   18 pages of textual documents

   Correspondence, photocopies of newspaper articles, transcripts of Ontario legislature debates
   1973-1975; Nov. 23/74
   2.0 cm of textual documents

   Photocopies of statements made by Denison Mines' administration of a survey of dust radiation – diesel exhaust in uranium mines and mills at Elliot Lake, newspaper clippings, of a statement by minister of health, documentation, nucleus (1973;74;75)

4. Union letter to Mr. R. Andras re: lung cancer, 1975
   [1975?]
   0.3 cm textual documents

   Photocopies of letter to R. Andras, minister of Manpower and Immigration; of a report by J. Muller M.D. "causes of death in Ontario Uranium miners", produced in 1974

5. USWA complaint regarding Mine access road
   1974
   0.1 cm of textual documents

   Correspondence, documentation

6. USWA local 5762 - Economic allowance meeting 1974
   1973-1974
   2.0 cm of textual documents

   Notes, correspondence, bulletins, memos, minutes of meetings, financial figures, clippings, concerning negotiations at Denison Mines, collective agreement of 1973, 2 issues of Miners' Voice (Nov. '74/Dec. '74)

7. United Steelworkers of America Certification (others), 1974
   1974
   1.9 cm of textual documents, 2 maps

   Memos, briefs, notes, employees classification, correspondence, application for certification, 2 printed maps documentation

   1969-1974
   3.7 cm of textual documents and 2 maps

   Correspondence, briefs, organization charts (dept.), notes about letter of intervention re: job description, USWA contract proposals drafts of collective agreement, Denison Mines pension plan for salaried employees, Nucleus (July/Aug ’72), Canada Labour Code, 2 printed maps
1. Management remarks re: Stephen Lewis
   1974-1975
   3.3 cm of textual documents

   Management remarks, notes of meetings with USWA, schedule of non production costs, memos, clippings, reports on health hazards and dust inhalation, Denison, silicosis claim, list of miners who left Denison and were hired at other mines, list of complaints, report on radiation and dust, leaflet of USWA "Whitewash", 3 issues of Miners' Voice, payroll deductions, engineering plan of ventilation lay out, graphics on "Dust summary, Denison Mines"

2. USWA - Negotiations, First line supervisors, C194
   1974-1975
   4.0 cm of textual documents

   Copies of documents issued by Canada Labour Relations Board (application for certification as bargaining agents), handwritten notes on "Comments on Charbonneau's letter", Brief submitted by Denison Mines to Canada Labour Board, organization charts (by departments), list of hourly rated employees with classification, list of "supervisory personnel that may fall within the Broadest definitions of a First Line supervisor and the company position concerning their status, memos, management functions questionnaires, Canada Labour Code 1973, examination of underground shaft (Boss Ontario)
4. Economic Allowance, local 5762
   1974
   0.5 cm of textual documents

   1 stenographers' note book (short hand) Oct 1, 3, 4

5. Tradesmen's Committee
   1 stenographer note book (short hand) Dec. 6
   0.5 cm of textual documents

6. USWA
   1975
   1.5 cm of textual documents

   2 stenographers' note book (short hand) March 14- safety health and bargaining, July 17-
   economic allowance

7. 1st line supervisors
   1975
   1 note book (short hand)

8. Hourly [group] wage meetings
   1975
   0.5 cm of textual documents

   1 note book (short hand), Oct 4 '75 (hourly group re wage
   negotiations) Feb 4/75 (o/t); Feb 5/75 (staff meeting)

9. [Nov 15]
   197?
   18 pages of textual documents

   Loose sheets (short hand)

BOX 9

1. Information on wildcat strike April 18-May 1st 1974
   1972-1974
   4.0 cm of textual documents

   Notes, statistics, memos, clippings on silicosis claims and related to dust counts at Denison,
   clippings, agreement between Denison Mines and USWA, Jan 1st 1973, correspondence
   lists, notes, briefs, newspaper clippings

   Restricted material in this file
2. USWA local 5762 - Safety and Health since April 1974
   1974
   1.7 cm of textual documents

   Safety complaints, union safety committee meeting notes, management comments on safety
   points, agendas for meeting with Denison Mines and USWA, correspondence, and
   photocopies of newspaper clippings

3. Work Stoppage
   April 1974
   4.1 cm of textual documents

   Photocopies of newspaper clippings, correspondence, notes, placards used during illegal
   work stoppage, impact of the illegal work stoppage on matters affecting employees' pay,
   letter of intent between Denison and USWA, list of employees on picket line, summary of
   incidents re: illegal work stoppage

4. O/T Work Stoppage
   1974
   1.6 cm of textual documents

   Collective agreement, correspondence grievance form, minutes to grievance meeting,
   photocopies of newspaper clippings, union seniority list, hourly rates, bulletin from USWA,
   job transfer application and notes

BOX 10

1. Porridge Lake - dates of take over
   1981-1982
   0.5 cm of textual documents

   Notes, and notes of returned keys

2. Porridge Lake - mechanical dept.
   undated
   0.4 cm of textual documents

   Installation guide on equipment

3. Porridge Lake - Equipment
   undated
   0.3 cm of textual documents

   Installation guide on equipment
4. Porridge Lake - as built
   1982
   0.1 cm of textual documents

   Plans

5. Portage Lake Maintenance
   1983
   0.1 cm of textual documents

   Suite list (address, rent and utilities)

6. Porridge Lake - Claims
   1982
   0.1 cm of textual documents

   Claims and list of properties

7. Porridge Lake
   1982
   0.6 cm of textual documents

   Elliot Lake housing - outline specifications, exterior inspection list, correspondence, and housing proposal criteria

8. Porridge Lake - deficiencies
   1981-1982
   2.8 cm of textual documents and 15 photographs

   Notes of repairs, photographs, Elliot Lake housing program, correspondence, and photocopies of photographs.

9. Invoices to be paid by Perwin
   1982
   3 cm of textual documents

   Correspondence, construction co-ordination meeting, Nordic Lake - instructions to bidders, Nordic Lake specifications and invoices

10. Maintenance
    1976-1980
    1.8 cm of textual documents

   Mechanical list, approval drawings, notes, equipment manuals and correspondence
11. [maintenance]  
   1979  
   2 cm of textual documents  
   
   Correspondence, equipment and manuals

12. Betonite  
   1975-1983  
   1.5 cm of textual documents  
   
   Tenant request for service (repairs), correspondence, and work orders

13. Fires  
   1984-1985  
   0.2 cm of textual documents  
   
   Notes and reports

14. B206 Fires  
   1982-1984  
   4.5 cm of textual documents and 46 photographs  
   
   Notes, reports, correspondence, fire chief report, photographs, and newspaper clippings

BOX 11

1. D107  
   1982  
   0.1 cm of textual documents  
   
   List of fire extinguishers and correspondence

2. 213A - Ottawa  
   1983  
   0.1 cm of textual documents  
   
   Notes, report and standard fire report

3. [Mechanical]  
   1979  
   0.4 cm of textual documents and 2 maps  
   
   Housing development map, Elliot Lake map, mechanical list and list of janitorial equipment
4. All Nations
   1978-1979
   0.8 cm of textual documents

   Work orders, diagram of All Nations Terrace, and notes

5. [All Nations]
   1980
   1 cm of textual documents and 12 photographs

   Correspondence, and photographs

6. All Nations - Sewer Back Up
   1981
   1.3 cm of textual documents

   Notes, correspondence, estimates on damages and reports

7. Sewer Back Up All Nations Terrace
   1981
   2.5 cm of textual documents and 2 photographs

   Correspondence, claims, reports, notes, tenant requests for service, and photographs

8. All Nations Over Flow
   1979
   1.8 cm of textual documents

   Reports, damage lists, invoice, correspondence, and notes

9. [Invoice]
   1982
   0.9 cm of textual documents

   Invoices of maintenance repairs

10. Frame
    1982
    0.2 cm of textual documents and 3 photographs

    Diagram, list of repairs, and photographs

11. Hillside South
    1979
    0.3 cm of textual documents and 7 photographs

    Mechanical list, instruction manual and photographs
12. Storage
   1979-1983
   0.6 cm

   Notes and inventory lists

13. Mississauga
   1979-1982
   0.6 cm of textual documents

   Inventory, correspondence, equipment list, fire extinguisher list

14. Housing inventory
   1983
   0.6 cm of textual documents

   Housing inventory, and list of type of housing

BOX 12

1. 22 and 24 Mississauga
   1982-1983
   0.5 cm of textual documents

   Letter, correspondence, and tender requirement for the purchase of family housing apartment units

2. Urban Zoning map
   undated
   1 map

3. Nordic Lake Subdivision ‘General’
   1981-1982
   3 cm of textual documents and 3 maps

   Elliot Lake - townsites 2 map A (coloured), list of Nordic Lake Subdivision, outline specifications, correspondence agreement, reports, house plans, Elliot Lake - townsite 2 map B, Elliot Lake - townsite 2 map C and diagrams

4. H.O. Housing Reports
   1978-1982
   1.7 cm of textual documents

   Housing list, letters, mortgage interest expense, report, correspondence, budget summary, bid analysis, petitions, rental increases
5. Hydro
1979-1980
1.7 cm of textual documents

Lists of property for expansion, general housing information, correspondence, notes, list of employees for housing ground floor lay out, and occupancy report

6. Housing - Rental Revenues
1981-1982
1.8 cm of textual documents

Rental revenues, notes, rents per house, tenant lists, proposed rental increase, list of turn over dates

7. [Housing - Rental]
1981-1982
0.6 cm of textual documents

Proposed rental increase, list of tenants and rents, registration receipt, and correspondence

8. Housing
1982-1983
0.5 cm of textual documents

Role statement, statement of objectives, decision package, expense budget, work sheet, operating results, financial and cost reporting system

9. Housing General Budget
1982
0.5 cm of textual documents

Financial and cost reporting systems, budget summary, and revenue quarterly

10. Housing - Policy and Procedures
1979-1980
0.2 cm of textual documents

Correspondence, policies and status report

11. Housing - inventory and occupancy lists and hydro account
1978-1980
0.5 cm of textual documents

Minutes, status report, list of frozen water pipes, list of properties, Elliot Lake housing status, housing inventory, and photocopies of housing subdivisions
BOX 13

1. People Worth Knowing 6 (30 mins)
   undated
   1 reel of film

2. In Search of Excellence - tape 2
   undated
   1 video

3. Project Engineering
   undated
   1 video

4. #1 Introduction - The Big Picture - A Situational Approach to Managing People
   undated
   1 video

5. Spotting the Problem Cooling off the Situation between hello and goodbye
   undated
   1 video

6. [Untitled]
   undated
   1 video

7. Cone Crusher Assembly
   undated
   1 video

8. Safe Handling of Nitric Acid : Personal Safety
   undated
   1 video

9. First on the Scene
   undated
   1 video

10. Caterpillar Inc. Fuel Injection Pump Demonstrator
    undated
    1 video

11. Operating Tips: Motor Graders
    undated
    1 video
12. Reading Underground Blueprints Underground Mapping
   undated
   1 video

13. You - The Supervisor: Counselling and Coaching
   undated
   1 video

14. #5 Developing Performance Capacity
   undated
   1 video

15. Module 501 - Production Meetings by Bill Ferguson
   undated
   1 video

BOX 14

1. Porridge Lake - Info
   1982
   0.5 cm of textual document

   Lay out of subdivision, list of houses, correspondence and Elliot Lake Housing Proposal criteria

2. Porridge Lake - House Models and Styles
   1981-1982
   1.6 cm of textual document

   Lists of houses, correspondence, guidelines, outline specifications, review of specifications, design criteria, notes, individual house prices

   1982-1983
   0.5 cm of textual documents

   Vacancy report, security guard reports

4. S.O.G. New Site
   1982-1983
   0.1 cm of textual documents

   Correspondence, and notes
5. Nordic Lake concerns
   1982-1983
   1.2 cm of textual documents and 6 photographs

   Photographs, notes, correspondence, list of houses, proposal and invoices

6. Inspection - Nordic Lake
   1983
   1 cm of textual documents

   Correspondence, notes, deficiency inspection, and list of exterior inspections

7. Nordic Lake - letters
   1982-1983
   1.8 cm of textual documents

   Correspondence, organizational meeting notes, and list

8. Porridge Lake - letters
   1982
   2 cm of textual documents

   Specifications, correspondence, order of remedy violation, and notes

9. Porridge Lake - Meetings
   1982
   1.2 cm of textual documents and 3 photographs

   Photographs, correspondence, minutes to a meeting, notes and invoices

10. Porridge Lake - Preliminary
    1981
    1.1 cm of textual documents

    List of houses, outline specifications, minutes of meeting and Elliot Lake housing program (6 phases)

BOX 15

1. [Occupational Health and Safety Act]
   1982
   1.9 cm of textual documents

   Study Method
2. [Brief]
   1974
   0.4 cm of textual documents

   Brief to the Canada Labour Relations Board

3. Block 2 - Elevator Emergency power
   1983
   0.4 cm of textual documents

   Proposals, correspondence, and note

4. Ropper Tractor - Block 2
   1980-1982
   0.3 cm of textual documents

   Photocopies of invoices

5. Car Damages
   1982-1984
   0.4 cm of textual documents

   Newspaper, bulletin, and correspondence

6. 1 Washington
   1980-1981
   1.5 cm of textual documents

   Work orders, notes, correspondence computer program, tenant request for service, report of
   inspection and certificate of inspection

7. Defects - 1 Washington Crescent
   1980-1981
   1.2 cm of textual documents

   Field trouble report, list of warranty work, 24 hour notice, notes, work order, and
   correspondence

8. Block Z Appliances Westinghouse
   1981
   0.3 cm of textual documents

   Notes, isolation valve chart, and list of shut offs
9. Block 'Z' defects
   1981-1983
   1.7 cm of textual documents

   Notes, correspondence, field trouble report, reports on meetings, summary of deficiencies and corrections, purchase order

10. Block 'Z' Electrical
    1980-1982
    0.7 cm of textual documents

    Correspondence, instructions, purchase orders, copies of elevating device license

11. Block 'Z' Mechanical
    1982-1984
    2.5 cm of textual documents and 16 photographs

    Correspondence, operating data, photographs and project - sanitary sewer

12. Block 'Z' Maintenance
    1980-1985
    0.9 cm of textual documents

    Correspondence, invoices, notes, work order, field trouble report

13. ID-2 Executive Homes - 55 Bouck Road
    1979-1991
    1 cm of textual documents

    Notice of rent increase, house lease, tenant transfer and charge agreement application for housing, water rent increases, agreement to terminate tenancy, and correspondence

BOX 16

1. Block 'Z'
   1980
   1.1 cm of textual documents

   Correspondence, report on meeting notes and report on tenant activity

2. Two Eight Storey Towers
   1980-1983
   0.5 cm of textual documents and other documents

   Elliot Lake housing site development plan, correspondence, maintenance bond, rules for compactor room and diagram for one bedroom apartment
3. Otis Elevator
   1981-1985
   0.4 cm of textual documents

   Purchase orders, application for owner-contractor registration, and information to owners of elevating devices

4. Block Z - Parking and Signage
   1980-1982
   1.5 cm of textual documents and other documents

   Elliot Lake Housing - Grading Plan, Elliot Lake housing planting plan, notes, product descriptions, purchase requisition forms, diagrams and product catalogues

5. [Accounting book]
   1989-1991
   1.1 cm of textual documents

6. [Denison Mines - Misc.]
   1982-1983
   3.1 cm of textual documents and other documents

   Quotation for installation, contract between Denison and Canadian Mine Enterprises, agreement, request for quotation, Denison Mines Ltd. - Stanrock track haulage block 8 area, correspondence, agreement for bids and proposals, Denison Mines Ltd. - Frame conveyor second flight (2 drawings) and proposal form

7. Quote- EX-0383- Southwest Raise Slashing
   1980
   2.3 cm of textual documents and other documents

   Request for quotation, Denison Mines Ltd. tender, agreement, correspondence, Denison Mines Ltd. - Southwest Raise Waste Disposal S.W. Raise, Denison Mines Ltd. Southwest Raise - Slash Work, Manpower, and equipment schedule

BOX 17

1. Operation Cost Summary
   1982
   0.1 cm of textual documents

   Balance sheet
2. [Dust Data]  
    1983-1984  
    2.1 cm of textual documents  

    Summary of monthly survey of air conditioning, dust survey and correspondence  

3. Backfill  
    1976-1984  
    2 cm of textual documents  

    Notes, correspondence and dust surveys  

4. [Dust Data]  
    1983-1985  
    2 cm of textual documents  

    Dust survey, correspondence and notes  

5. Cat. V (hydro) spending (799-xxx-xxx-50001)  
    1982  
    3.9 cm of textual documents  

    Materials list, notes, requisition invoices, insurance claim, hydro charges, invoice list and hydro project reconciliation  

6. Capital Ore Charges, Capital Overhead Credits to Opins  
    1982  
    2.3 cm of textual documents  

    Balance sheets, notes and journal vouchers  

BOX 18  

1. Capital Ore Credits, Capital Overhead  
    0.3 cm of textual documents  

    Correspondence and balance sheets  

2. Breakthrough Warnings  
    1984-1985  
    1.9 cm of textual documents  

    Dust sampling - ore comminution areas
3. Miscellaneous Information
1984-1985
2.2 cm of textual documents

MAPAO konimeter logs and surface dust lists

4. [Konimeter log]
1984
1.8 cm of textual documents

MAPAO konimeter logs

5. 1982 Fall Audit C and L
1982
1.8 cm of textual documents

Accounts payable, year end schedule requirements, cash balance sheet, program for accruing
direct charges, uranium operations - supplier accounts, and balance sheets

6. 1982 Amortization
1981-1982
3.5 cm of textual documents

Summary of deferred development amort. calc., balance sheet, computer print out,
depreciation schedules, tons broken advance by method, production summary and mining
progress

BOX 19

1. Human Factors - Motivation
undated
1 video

2. Operating Tips : Motor Graders
undated
1 video

3. Training on Starter Switch
undated
1 video

4. Tape #2 - Collective Bargaining Agreement
undated
1 video
5. Your Safety Department Module 425 - Accident Investigation  
   undated  
   1 video

6. Advanced Mine Rescue  
   undated  
   1 video

7. [untitled]  
   undated  
   1 video

8. Shake Hands with Danger  
   undated  
   1 video

9. Managing Stress  
   undated  
   1 video

10. #4 The Basics of Situational Leadership  
    undated  
    1 video

BOX 20
1. Managerial Sciences  
   undated  
   1.7 cm of textual documents  

   Course outline, overheads and notes

2. [blank video cassette]  
   undated  
   1 video

3. Role of Standards in accident prevention and job performance:  
   presentation for employee management group meetings  
   1988  
   0.5 cm of textual documents  

   Overheads
4. High achievement multimedia training course (Maynard Research Council Incorporated)  
   undated  
   2 cm of textual documents  
   Manual (notebook) in Supervisory development fundamentals of supervision

5. Denison Mines Limited Training department  
   1985  
   1.8 cm of textual documents  
   Library directory - training department

6. [case study #1]  
   undated  
   0.5 cm of textual documents  
   Case study

7. [Principles of safety]  
   1985  
   0.4 cm of textual documents  
   Principles of safety and appendix to principles of safety by the Mines Accident Prevention Association of Ontario

8. Personnel lists  
   undated  
   2.2 cm of textual documents  
   Personnel lists, and seniority lists  
   Note: restriction of access applies to some records.

9. Denison Mines Limited Incentive Training Module  
   1988  
   0.3 cm of textual documents  
   Training module

BOX 21

1. Total Loss Control by Frank Bird  
   undated  
   1 video  
   Denison Mine Limited training department video
2. The Standard Hour Plan by Ted Knight
   undated
   1 video

3. The Name of the Game #1 Developing the Plan #2
   undated
   1 video

4. Power of Listening
   undated
   1 video

   Video lesson 1083.5

5. Employee Complaints, Discipline, Handling Grievances Tape IV
   undated
   1 video

6. How to Use expandable foam earplugs
   undated
   1 video

7. Planning for impact managing the meeting
   undated
   1 video

8. You the Supervisor: building a productive climate
   undated
   1 video

   Video lesson 2000.5

9. Developing the Plan: gaining commitment
   undated
   1 video

10. Women in Management: Threat or opportunity?
    undated
    1 video

    Video lesson 1083.14

11. Motivation Part 1 and Part 2
    undated
    1 video
12. Transactional Analysis  
   undated  
   1 video  

   Video lesson 1083.13

13. A look at Mine Rescue  
   undated  
   1 video

BOX 22

1. Spotting the Problem; Cooling off the situation between hello and goodbye  
   undated  
   1 video

2. Safe Handling of Sulphuric Acid: Personal safety  
   1983  
   1 video

3. [untitled]  
   undated  
   1 video

4. [untitled]  
   undated  
   1 video

5. [untitled]  
   undated  
   1 video

6. Safe Handling of Sulphuric Acid; Personal Safety  
   undated  
   1 video

7. Module 415: Investigating Accidents/incidents  
   1. If you hear the explosion the danger has passed  
   2. The unplanned  
   3. In search of the facts  
   undated  
   1 video

8. [untitled]  
   undated  
   1 video
9. Module 109: Conducting Safety meetings
   undated
   1 video

10. [untitled]
    undated
    video

11. [untitled]
    undated
    1 video

BOX 23

1. Job control language
   undated
   1 video

2. Welding
   undated
   1 video

3. Welding Seminar
   undated
   1 video

4. [untitled]
   undated
   1 video

5. [untitled]
   undated
   1 video

6. [untitled]
   undated
   1 video

7. [untitled]
   undated
   1 video

8. [untitled]
   undated
   1 video
9. [untitled]
   undated
   1 video

10. Measuring Exhaust Emissions
    undated
    1 video

11. Safety Attitudes
    undated
    1 video

12. Welding Hazards
    undated
    1 video

13. Job Control Language Pts. 1 and 2
    undated
    1 video

    undated
    1 video

BOX 24

1. Safe Handling of Nitric Acid: Personal Safety: safe handling group
   1983
   1 video

2. In Search of Excellence Tape One
   undated
   1 video

3. [untitled]
   undated
   1 video

4. What you are is where you see Part 1 of 2
   undated
   1 video

5. [untitled]
   undated
   1 video
6. Time, the most precious resource: Session #4 competition and conflict: Session #3
   undated
   1 video

7. Fires how to Extinguish
   undated
   1 video

8. Opportunity for leadership Session #1
   undated
   1 video

9. Loading a slash; disconnecting the loader; hooking up 'B'
   line; hook up of starter caps
   undated
   1 video

10. Chemicals under control
    undated
    1 video

11. Leadership Part II
    undated
    1 video

12. Organizational Transaction
    1) Planning and Control Session 5
    2) Problem solving and decision making session 2
    undated
    1 video

13. Conducting Safety meetings Neil Kuisma Module 109
    undated
    1 video

BOX 25

1. Installation and construction project civil, mechanical for
   Frame II conveyor
   1983
   1.3 cm of textual documents

   Form of contract, bid review meetings, proposal form, description of work
2. [correspondence]
   1980-1987
   0.3 cm of textual documents

   List of equipment, fax sheet and correspondence

3. Contract no. CEX-0463 Entitled: Can Met shaft no. 1 to be stripped and slashed to 25 ft. diameter
   1982
   0.7 cm of textual documents

   Purchase orders, telex, report of meeting, form of agreement

4. Denison Mines Limited: Quotation no. 6378-GO: 95700 frame conveyor mining work
   1982
   0.4 cm of textual documents

   Quotation request, correspondence and specifications

5. Contract #EX-0544: Canadian Mine Enterprises Limited Removal of shaft timbers and fittings: Can Met #2 Shaft
   1982
   0.5 cm of textual documents

   Purchase orders, quotation, correspondence, minutes and contract form document

   1982
   0.5 cm of textual documents

   Purchase order, quotation, minutes, and contract document

   CEX - 0518
   1982
   0.6 cm of textual documents

   Purchase orders, minutes, quotation, agreement, schedule of rates, correspondence
8. [Denison Mines - Contracts]
1982-1986
1.5 cm of textual documents

Notes, correspondence, profile of safe engineering services, inspection report, purchase orders and proposal forms

9. Contract #7347 Civil/mechanical installation "D" Axis conveyor
1985
0.8 cm of textual documents

Purchase order, tender letter, quotation, minutes, proposal form, form of contract, description of work

10. [proposal form]
1983
0.3 cm of textual documents

Proposal form

11. Quotation request for 95700 frame conveyor - reg. 637860
1982
0.7 cm of textual documents and other documents

Agreement, general conditions, and diagrams

12. [safety training]
1989-1990
1.5 cm of textual documents

First aid list of employees, schedule list, WHMIS training course, personnel list, article, first aid competition marking sheets, technical skills training catalogue and price list

13. [contract documents]
1985
1.4 cm of textual documents

Form of tender and bill quantities
BOX 26

1. [construction tender documents]  
   1985  
   1.1 cm of textual documents  
   Construction schedules, performance bond, correspondence, purchase order, tender documents and tender for construction

2. [contracts]  
   1979-1981  
   1.2 cm of textual documents and other documents  
   Newspaper advertisement, contract number CON 6036-GO, document transmittal, note and correspondence, Decline to New shaft bottom and to crusher station area 263, Access decline to new no. 2 shaft ore handling complex (engineering diagrams)

3. [expansion project]  
   1982-1985  
   0.7 cm of textual documents  
   Purchase order, bid analysis, revised evaluation for 95700 extension, tender

   1985  
   1.9 cm of textual documents  
   Conditions of contract, specification, form of tender, bill of quantities

5. Quotation no. 6378-GO 95700 frame conveyor - mining work  
   1982  
   0.8 cm of textual documents  
   Agreement, cover letter, specifications general conditions and work schedule

6. Transportation of dangerous goods regulations  
   1986  
   3.5 cm of textual documents  
   Act, regulations, interpretation, application and classification

7. Development contract for cost centres 352 and 383  
   1983  
   1 cm of textual documents  
   Form of contract, specifications, and general conditions
BOX 27

   1979-1980
   1.8 cm of textual documents
   Purchase order, proposal, notes, form of contract, organizational chart, telex, bulletins, and cover letter

2. Approved R.C.E.'s 051-100
   undated
   1.8 cm of textual documents
   Recommendation for capital expenditure forms

3. Contract #CEX-0532 Installation of fan and heating plant for south west raise ventilation system
   1982
   1 cm of textual documents
   Purchase order, minutes of bid review meeting, quotation letter of authorization, contract document, and general specifications

4. Hours Control; P and M and IUOE
   1991-1992
   0.2 cm of textual documents
   Hours control sheets

5. Proposal : Installation and construction project civil and mechanical for 95700 frame II conveyor
   1983
   1.9 cm of textual documents
   Cover letter, tender documents, instruction to bidders, proposal form, specifications

6. Loss Control Program: Evaluation of program effectiveness
   1986
   1.1 cm of textual documents and other documents
   Planned inspections, task analysis and procedures, accident investigation, organization rules, employee training group meetings and diagrams
7. International Mine safety rating system  
   1988  
   1.1 cm of textual documents  

   Booklet  

BOX 28  

1. [untitled]  
   undated  
   1 video  

2. Underground Emergency procedures manual  
   1985  
   0.6 cm of textual documents  

   Manual and letter  

3. [safety]  
   1986-1989  
   1 cm of textual documents  

   Job planning summary diagram, work place safety diagrams, tail board conference aid folder, safety excellence booklet  

4. [job procedures]  
   1985-1988  
   1.2 cm of textual documents  

   Progressive audit scoring (overhead/original), program standards (overheads), standard job procedure, task analysis work sheet, standard job procedure sheet, task list and overhead  

5. Denison: Your work environment - radiation silica dust, diesel emissions  
   undated  
   0.3 cm of textual documents  

   Booklet  

6. Standard First Aid Safety oriented Modular course workbook  
   1986  
   3.1 cm of textual documents  

   Booklet
7. International Mine Safety rating: Working Copy
   1984
   1.2 cm of textual documents

   Booklet highlighted

BOX 29

1. Mining: Common Core for first line production supervisor underground hard rock mining:
   program no. 770120
   1986
   2 cm of textual documents

   Booklet - interim training document

2. Face to face human relations and communications course:
   workbooks for 1 participant
   1978
   2 cm of textual documents

   Workbooks

3. Job Safety Breakdowns
   1970-1975
   2 cm of textual documents

   Card, safety procedures for various jobs

BOX 30

1. Cap. Ore charge Oct. 4TD
   1982
   0.4 cm of textual documents

   Balance sheets, production summaries, tons broken and advance method lists

2. Capital Overhead Calculation
   1982
   0.2 cm of textual documents

   Balance sheets and notes
3. **[Summary Block]**
   undated
   0.1 cm of textual documents

   Summary block list with notes

4. **Block 00 - Denison Main Zone**
   1980
   0.5 cm of textual documents

   Computer print out

5. **Block 01 - Denison Main Zone**
   1980
   0.4 cm of textual documents

   Computer printout

6. **Block 02 - Denison Main Zone**
   1980
   0.5 cm of textual documents

   Computer printout

7. **Block 03 - Denison Main Zone**
   1980
   0.4 cm of textual documents

   Computer printout

8. **Block 04 - Denison Main Zone**
   1980
   0.3 cm of textual documents

   Computer print out

9. **Block 05 - Denison Main Zone**
   1980
   1.3 cm of textual documents

   Computer print out

10. **Block 06 Denison Main Zone**
    1980
    1.3 cm of textual documents

   Computer print out
11. Block 08 - Denison Main Zone
   1980
   0.8 cm of textual documents
   Computer print out

12. Block 11-01 Denison Upper Zones
    1980
    0.8 cm of textual documents
    Computer print out

13. Block 11-02 Denison Upper Zones
    1980
    0.3 cm of textual documents
    Computer print out

14. Block 11-03 Upper Zones
    1980
    0.3 cm of textual documents
    Computer print out

15. Block 11-04 Denison Upper Zones
    1980
    0.8 cm of textual documents
    Computer print out

16. Block 11-07 Denison Upper Zones
    1980
    0.3 cm of textual documents
    Computer print out and note, summary of block 11-05

17. Stanrock area ore reserves Block no.9
    1980
    1 cm of textual documents
    Computer printout

18. Block 10- Can Met property
    1980
    1.1 cm of textual documents
    Computer printout
19. Block 12 - Northrock property
   1980
   0.4 cm of textual documents

   Computer print out

BOX 31

1. Precipitate shipments
   1959-1960
   2.5 cm of textual documents

   Summary packing list; Customs, Canada export entry; bill of lading, preliminary Assay
certificate, telegram, correspondence, notes and weight reports.

2. Precipitate shipments
   1959-1960
   3.3 cm of textual documents

   Packing lists, Customs, Canada Export entry, bill of lading,
preliminary assay certificate, telegram, correspondence, notes
   and weight reports.

3. Precipitate shipments
   1960
   2.8 cm of textual documents

   Packing lists, Customs, Canada Export entry, bill of lading,
preliminary assay certificate, telegram, correspondence, notes
   and weight reports.

4. Precipitate shipments
   1959-1960
   3.1 cm of textual documents

   Packing lists, Customs, Canada Export entry, bill of lading,
preliminary assay certificate, telegram, correspondence, notes
   and weight reports.
BOX 32

1. Precipitate shipments  
   1960  
   3.1 cm of textual documents  
   Packing lists, Customs, Canada Export entry, bill of lading, preliminary assay certificate, telegram, correspondence, notes and weight reports.

2. Precipitate shipments  
   1960  
   3.3 cm of textual documents  
   Packing lists, Customs, Canada Export entry, bill of lading, preliminary assay certificate, telegram, correspondence, notes and weight reports.

3. Precipitate shipments  
   1960  
   2.9 cm of textual documents  
   Packing lists, Customs, Canada Export entry, bill of lading, preliminary assay certificate, telegram, correspondence, notes and weight reports.

4. Precipitate shipments  
   1960  
   3.3 cm of textual documents  
   Packing lists, Customs, Canada Export entry, bill of lading, preliminary assay certificate, telegram, correspondence, notes and weight reports.

BOX 33

1. Preliminary trial balance with supporting journal vouchers  
   1964-1965  
   3.5 cm of textual documents  
   Trial balance, journal voucher, hourly payroll lists
2. Preliminary trial balance with supporting journal vouchers
   1965
   4.5 cm of textual documents

   Journal voucher, balance sheet, notes, invoices, purchase order, daily lost bit for accounting
department, and equipment report

3. Preliminary trial balance with supporting journal vouchers
   1967
   3.4 cm of textual documents

   Balance sheets, journal voucher, correspondence, listing of outstanding commitments, equipment report, notes, production
   summary, distribution of Yttrium production and invoices

4. Preliminary trial balance with supporting journal vouchers
   1967
   3.5 cm of textual documents

   Invoices, notification for work performed and inventory control

BOX 34

1. Preliminary trial balance with supporting journal vouchers
   1969
   3.5 cm of textual documents

   Trial balances, note, labour distribution reports, balance sheet, hourly payroll deductions list

2. Preliminary trial balance with supporting journal vouchers
   1969
   1.5 cm of textual documents

   Invoice, cost distribution lists, journal voucher, notes and balance sheets.

3. Preliminary trial balance with supporting journal vouchers
   1969
   2.7 cm of textual documents

   Notes, travelling expense accounts, journal voucher work sheet
   balance sheets, sales orders, journal voucher
4. Preliminary trial balance with supporting journal vouchers
   1969
   2.9 cm of textual documents

   Journal voucher, main inventory list, mine production summary, and daily lost bit report

BOX 35

1. Preliminary Trial balance with supporting journal vouchers
   1969
   1.7 cm of textual documents

   Journal voucher, notes, stores requisition for supplies forms, correspondence, travelling expense accounts, balance sheets, main inventory list

2. Preliminary Trial balance with supporting journal vouchers
   1969
   2.3 cm of textual documents

   Journal vouchers, loss bits and tools report, daily lost bit reports, consumption report, mine production summary and equipment damage report summary

3. Oil division general ledger with supporting journal vouchers
   1963
   3.2 cm of textual documents

   General ledgers, journal vouchers, correspondence, statement of crud, general ledger analysis, balance sheet, copies of invoices, application for annual registration of pressure vessel

4. Oil division general ledger with supporting journal vouchers
   1963
   3.4 cm of textual documents

   Journal vouchers, analysis of general ledger, general ledgers, operating expenses, balance sheets, copies of invoices

BOX 36

1. Oil division general ledger with supporting journal vouchers
   1964
   4.4 cm of textual documents

   Analysis of general ledgers, general ledgers, notes, journal voucher, copies of invoices and correspondence
2. Oil division general ledger with supporting journal vouchers
   1964
   3.6 cm of textual documents

   Journal vouchers, correspondence, monthly disposition report, 
   statement of crude production and disposition, operating 
   statement, invoices, general ledger, balance sheets, and 
   estimated sales and operating expenses.

3. Oil division general ledger with supporting journal voucher
   1968
   4 cm of textual documents

   Statistical report, journal voucher correspondence, and partner's share statement

BOX 37

1. Oil division general ledger with supporting journal vouchers
   1968
   2.6 cm of textual documents

   Statistical report, general ledger, journal voucher and notes

2. Oil division general ledger with supporting journal vouchers
   1968
   2.5 cm of textual documents

   Journal vouchers, statistical report, general ledger, and copies of invoices

3. Employee development and management training
   1983
   0.7 cm of textual documents

   Training program booklet

4. Budget packages for C.C. 562, 561, 560 and 563
   1981
   1.2 cm of textual documents

   Maintenance division trades training, heavy duty maintenance mechanic training, industrial 
   maintenance mechanic training, electrical and welding training and list
   1982
   1.9 cm of textual documents
   Profile development plan, training schedule, weekly backlog summary, and manual

   1982
   2 cm of textual documents
   Profile development plan, training schedule, weekly backlog summary, and manual

7. Rio Algom Limited training and development questionnaire for supervisory personnel concerning the regulations of the Occupational health and safety act 1986
   1986
   0.8 cm of textual documents

BOX 38

1. Management development book 1: Participants guide undated
   0.9 cm of textual documents

2. Audit Seminar March 18, 1985
   1985
   4.8 cm of textual documents

   1986
   0.6 cm of textual documents
   Evaluation reports

   1977
   0.8 cm of textual documents
   Analysis of the department of Manpower and Immigration

   1980
   1 cm of textual documents
   Study by the Mines Accident Prevention Association of Ontario
   1984
   1.5 cm of textual documents

   List of job classes

7. Management and Organizational development general outlines
   1983
   1.3 cm of textual documents

   Booklet of programs

BOX 39

1. Asbestos in the Workplace: A series of practical guide books
   undated
   2.2 cm of textual documents

   Guidelines by the Task Force of the Council of Safety Association

2. Occupational Analyses series: steam fitter - pipefitter
   1980
   1 cm of textual documents

   Suggested schedule of training and registration form for the
   non-regulated trade of pipefitter

3. Occupational Analyses series: Welder
   1981
   0.9 cm of textual documents

   Booklet

4. Underground Hard Rock Mining: Skills program number 770010
   1983
   0.3 cm of textual documents

   Guide by the Ministry of Education

5. The E.R.G. approach to safety (plant and open pit)
   1979
   0.2 cm of textual documents

   Booklet by the Mines Accident Prevention Association of Ontario
6. Poster Directory '84
   1984
   0.5 cm of textual documents

7. Skills: The new national training act
   undated
   0.4 cm of textual documents

8. Occupational Analyses series: Bricklayer and Stonemason
   1977
   0.7 cm of textual documents

9. Jose Cabreras: Correspondence UE
   1974-1979
   0.8 cm of textual documents

   Telex and correspondence

10. Uranium Canada
    1977-1979
    1.5 cm of textual documents

    Correspondence, telex, notes, invoices, joint venture,
    schedule for remaining U308 deliveries, investment in joint
    venture stockpile

11. Jose Cabreras: Invoices and receipts UE
    1972-1979
    0.7 cm of textual documents

    Invoices, correspondence, nuclear material transaction report,
    note, receipts

BOX 40

1. Lemoniz: Invoices and receipts L
   1975-1980
   2 cm of textual documents

   Notes, balance sheets, invoices, correspondence, nuclear material transaction reports, notes,
   and receipts

2. Lemoniz: Conversion invoices and receipts CL
   1975-1980
   0.9 cm of textual documents

   Invoices, nuclear material transaction reports, notes and receipts
3. Santa Maria De Garona CS: Conversion invoices and receipts 1974-1978
0.4 cm of textual documents

Invoices and receipts

0.3 cm of textual documents

Invoice schedule, correspondence, distribution of U308 to respective nuclear plant operators in Spain

5. Jose Cabreras: Conversion Invoices and Receipts CUE 1975-1978
0.9 cm of textual documents

Invoices, nuclear material transaction report, correspondence, notes, and receipts

6. Santa Maria De Garona Invoices and Receipts 1972-1977
0.7 cm of textual documents

Invoices, nuclear material transaction reports, and notes

7. ASCO Conversion Invoices and Receipts CAS 1972-1979
1 cm of textual documents

Invoices, correspondence, telex

8. ASCO-1 Invoices and receipts AS 1975-1980
2.5 cm of textual documents

Notes, telex, invoices, correspondence, nuclear material transaction reports

0.3 cm of textual documents

Invoices, nuclear material transaction reports, and correspondence
10. Confrentes Invoices and Receipts (conversion)
   1976-1977
   0.7 cm of textual documents

   Invoices, nuclear material transaction reports, and correspondence

11. Almaraz Invoices and Receipts AL
    1977-1980
    2.3 cm of textual documents

    Balance sheet, invoices, telex, nuclear material transaction
    reports, and correspondence

12. Almaraz Conversion Invoices and receipts CAL
    1975-1978
    0.7 cm of textual documents

    Invoices, and correspondence

BOX 41

1. Invoice Schedules for Spanish customers
   1975-1976
   0.5 cm of textual documents

   Notes, list of addresses, correspondence, telex, invoice
   schedule, and distribution list

2. Spanish Uranium deliveries and invoicing schedules 1974-1977:
   J.P. Reszel
   1973-1977
   0.5 cm of textual documents

   List of addresses, balance sheets, correspondence, notes,
   distribution list, invoice schedule

3. Concentrate - Crown Rates Borrowing Uranium Canada Limited
   1976-1980
   0.5 cm of textual documents

   Correspondence
4. Concentrate - Spanish Utilities Uranium Canada Limited
   1977-1981
   0.9 cm of textual documents

   Analysis of uranium obligations, correspondence, purchaser
   receipt, invoices, notices of uranium concentrates received
   and telex

5. [J.P. Reszel: Uranium Operations]
   1978-1979
   0.8 cm of textual documents

   Correspondence, credit invoices, nuclear material transaction
   reports, and notice of uranium concentrates received

6. J.P. Reszel Working documents Re: Uranium Sale to Spain
   1972-1980
   0.7 cm of textual documents

   Correspondence, nuclear material transaction reports, notes
   balance sheets, and telex

7. Eldorado Nuclear - Spain
   1977-1979
   0.5 cm of textual documents

   Correspondence, employment earnings and hours, invoice, application for permit to export
   goods and joint venture Spanish agreements, schedule for remaining U3O8 deliveries

8. Joint Venture Correspondence and Agreement
   1971-1972
   0.3 cm of textual documents

   Correspondence, notes and telex

9. Joint Stockpile general correspondence
   1974
   5 pages of textual documents

   Correspondence and telex

10. Lemoniz: Correspondence
    1973-1979
    1.1 cm of textual documents

    Correspondence and telex
11. ASCO-1 Correspondence AS
   1974-1979
   1 cm of textual documents

   Telex and correspondence

   1977-1980
   1.3 cm of textual documents

   Accounts receivable summaries

BOX 42

1. Santa Maria De Garona Delivery Schedules
   1975
   2 pages of textual documents

   Delivery schedules

2. Santa Maria De Garona correspondence
   1974-1978
   0.3 cm of textual documents

   Telex and correspondence

3. Joint Stockpile: Centrles Nucleares del Norte
   1972
   0.1 cm of textual documents

   Invoices, final assay basis list and correspondence

4. Lemoniz Delivery Schedules L
   1975-1976
   0.1 cm of textual documents

   Correspondence and delivery schedule

5. ASCO Delivery Schedule AS
   1975
   2 pages of textual documents

   Delivery schedule
6. Jose Cabreras Delivery Schedule UE
   1975
   0.1 cm of textual documents
   
   Delivery schedule and telex

7. Alimarex Shipment Record
   1975
   2 pages of textual documents

8. Cofrentes Delivery settlements
   1975
   1 page of textual documents

9. Cofrentes Correspondence
   1973-1977
   0.6 cm of textual documents
   
   Correspondence and telex newspaper

10. Almarex Delivery Schedules AL
    1973-1976
    1.1 cm of textual documents
    
    Correspondence, uranium delivery schedules

11. Allied Chemical Corporation: Certificates of U308 in joint
    stockpile and our reconciliation
    1975-1979
    1.3 cm of textual documents
    
    Correspondence, analysis of uranium obligation

12. R.C.E. #239 A-7 Recycle Water Tank
    1972-1973
    0.9 cm of textual documents
    
    Recommendation for Capital expenditure, industrial engineering
    report, correspondence, purchase requisition and purchase order

13. R.C.E. #240 Refuge Station fans and filters
    1973
    0.8 cm of textual documents
    
    Correspondence, recommendation for capital expenditure,
    purchase orders, parts list, manual for maintenance and repair
14. R.C.E. #241 Warren Rupp Sandpiper pumps
   1973
   0.3 cm of textual documents

   Instruction and parts lists, purchase orders,
   recommendation for capital expenditure and correspondence

15. #242 Exhaust fan- metallurgical lab
   1973-1974
   0.7 cm of textual documents

   Purchase order, request for quotation, correspondence and
   recommendation for expenditure

16. R.C.E. #243 Hydraulic Hoist, underground garage
   1973
   0.1 cm of textual documents

   Purchase order, recommendations for capital expenditure,
   and letter

17. R.C.E. #244 Small Equipment plant dept.
    1973
    0.4 cm of textual documents

    Recommendation for Capital Expenditure, purchase orders,
    correspondence and equipment catalogue

18. R.C.E. #245 Bulk AnFo Handling system
    1973
    0.3 cm of textual documents and other documents

    Recommendation for capital expenditure, purchase orders, letter, (engineering diagram) 1.
    Bulk AnFo bin and detachable hopper tilting discharge mode no. 5119  2. Buld AnFo bin and
    detachable hopper tilting discharge model no. 5119

19. R.C.E. #246 Assay Lab Centrifugal exhauster
    1973
    0.1 cm of textual documents

    Recommendation for capital expenditure, purchase orders and
    letter
20. R.C.E. #247 Low pressure air booster
   1973
   0.6 cm of textual documents

   Recommendation for capital expenditure, purchase orders, request for quotation, equipment catalogues and correspondence

21. R.C.E. #248 Machine Shop Fume Exhausters
   1973
   0.2 cm of textual documents

   Recommendation for capital expenditure, purchase orders and quotations

22. R.C.E. #249 Vibration Analyser
   1973
   0.3 cm of textual documents

   Purchase order, recommendation for capital expenditure and correspondence

23. R.C.E. #250 Mill Small Equipment Allowance
   1973
   0.6 cm of textual documents

   Recommendation for capital expenditure, purchase order, process controls for industry booklet and letter

24. R.C.E. #251 JDT-413 Spare Components
   undated
   0.1 cm of textual documents

   Recommendation for capital expenditure, purchase orders, and telex

25. R.C.E. #254 Administration Vehicle
   1973
   0.2 cm of textual documents

   Recommendation for capital expenditure, correspondence with notes, purchase orders and guarantees

26. R.C.E. #255 Roof Bolting Jumbo
   1973-1974
   0.3 cm of textual documents

   Purchase order, recommendation for capital expenditure, correspondence, specification
27. R.C.E. #256 Scootram ST8
1973-1974
0.3 cm of textual documents

Correspondence, recommendation for capital expenditure, warranty and purchase orders

BOX 43

1. R.C.E. #257 Southwest Drive 95100
1974
0.1 cm of textual documents

Recommendation for Capital expenditure, letter, and purchase orders

2. R.C.E. #258 V/G expansion 1974-1975
1974-1975
0.8 cm of textual documents

Recommendation for capital expenditure, cost estimates, purchase orders, request for quotation, standard footage contract agreement and correspondence

3. R.C.E. #259 Mine Services: Air, water and electric
1974
6 pages of textual documents

Recommendation for capital expenditure, notes and purchase orders

4. R.C.E. #260 mill expansion
1974-1976
0.2 cm of textual documents

Recommendation for capital expenditure, notes, and purchase orders

5. R.C.E. #261 Mobile and Auxiliary equipment
1974-1976
2.6 cm of textual documents and other documents

Recommendation for capital expenditure, cost estimate, purchase orders, equipment catalogues, correspondence, notes, telex and engineering diagrams 1. MJM-21-B Jumbo with 10'-0" O/A width  2. Jarvis Clark Roof Bolting Jumbo 3. AnFo Loader

6. R.C.E. #262 Office equipment
1974-1975
0.6 cm of textual documents

Recommendation for capital expenditure, cost estimate, purchase orders, equipment catalogue, request for quotation and correspondence
7. R.C.E. #263 Misc. Equipment fund  
0.3 cm of textual documents  
1974-1975

Purchase order, notes, equipment catalogue, telex, recommendation for capital expenditure, and request for quotation

8. R.C.E. #264 Longhole drilling equipment  
1974  
0.3 cm of textual documents

Purchase orders, telex, correspondence, recommendation for capital expenditure, cost estimate

9. R.C.E. #265 Surface Truck  
1974  
0.4 cm of textual documents

Purchase order, correspondence, request for quotation, recommendation for capital expenditure, new vehicle inspection procedure and new vehicle warranty

10. R.C.E. #266 Roofbolting Jumbos  
1974  
0.1 cm of textual documents

Recommendation for Capital expenditure, and purchase orders

11. R.C.E. #267 Diesel tractor and pneumatic tank semi tailer  
1974  
0.3 cm of textual documents

Recommendation for capital expenditure, purchase orders, notes and correspondence

12. R.C.E. #268 Electrical line starters  
1974  
0.2 cm of textual documents

Recommendation for capital expenditure, purchase order, notes and correspondence

13. R.C.E. #269  
1974  
1.1 cm of textual documents

Recommendation for capital expenditures, purchase orders, request for quotation, equipment catalogues, correspondence and notes
14. **R.C.E. #270 Road Grader**  
1972-1974  
2.2 cm of textual documents and other documents

Recommendation for capital expenditure, purchase orders, quotation, equipment catalogue, telex, notes, correspondence, (engineering diagram) 1. proposal of modified cat no. 120 motor grader and price list for equipment

BOX 44

1. **R.C.E. #271 Torque Arm Reducers**  
1974  
0.1 cm of textual documents

Purchase orders, correspondence, recommendations for capital expenditure

2. **R.C.E. #272 Service Cranes**  
1974  
0.2 cm of textual documents

Recommendation for capital expenditure, correspondence, purchase order and quotation

3. **R.C.E. #273 Sewage pumps**  
1974  
0.2 cm of textual documents

Recommendation for capital expenditure, equipment catalogue purchase orders, and quotation

4. **R.C.E. #275 Sanitation Facilities**  
1973-1974  
0.3 cm of textual documents

Purchase orders, equipment catalogues, correspondence, recommendation for capital expenditure, and request for quotation

5. **R.C.E. #276 Level indicators H2SO4**  
1974  
0.1 cm of textual documents

Purchase orders, recommendation for capital expenditure and correspondence
6. R.C.E. #277 Underground telephone system  
   1974-1975  
   0.7 cm of textual documents

   Recommendation for capital expenditure, quotation, purchase orders and notes

7. R.C.E. #279 Stoper Drills  
   1974  
   5 pages of textual documents

   Recommendation for capital expenditure, purchase order, and correspondence

8. R.C.E. #280 Small equipment - mill operating  
   1974-1977  
   4 pages of textual documents

   Recommendation for capital expenditure and purchase orders

9. R.C.E. #281 Welding Fume Control #2 shaft garage  
   1974-1975  
   0.4 cm of textual documents

   Recommendation for capital expenditure, (engineering diagram)  
   1. General layout for extraction of welding fumes from no. 2  
   U/G garage (revised), purchase orders, quotation, notes and correspondence

10. [Proposed Capital Expenditures Program for 1975]  
    1974  
    0.3 cm of textual documents and other documents

    Proposed program and (engineering diagram) Proposed Capital  
    excavations for 1975

11. R.C.E. #282 Ventilation Door  
    1974-1975  
    0.1 cm of textual documents

    Recommendation for capital expenditures, purchase order, telex, notes and request for quotation

12. R.C.E. #283 Airways, 32952 and 32953  
    1975  
    5 pages of textual documents

    Recommendation for capital expenditure, letter, and purchase order
13. R.C.E. #284 Airway Slash, 28980
   1975
   4 pages of textual documents

   Recommendation for capital expenditure, cost estimate,
   and letter

14. R.C.E. #285 Mine Services; Air, water and electrical
   1975-1976
   0.1 cm of textual documents

   Recommendation for capital expenditure, purchase orders, letter, telex and notes

15. R.C.E. #286 Underground Excavations
   1975-1976
   0.1 cm of textual documents

   Recommendation for capital expenditure, purchase orders, letter, telex and notes

16. R.C.E. #287 Sanitation facilities
    1974-1975
    5 pages of textual documents

   Recommendation for capital expenditure, purchase order and
   correspondence

17. [R.C.E.]
    1975-1977
    2.5 cm of textual documents and other documents

   Correspondence, notes, proposal, purchase orders (engineering
   diagrams - oversized - 20), pricing adjustments, invoices

18. R.C.E. #288 Can Met and "C" axis conveyor way
    1975-1977
    3 cm of textual documents and other documents

   Purchase orders, quotation, correspondence, engineering diagrams (oversized), contract,
   notes

BOX 45

1. 23 Panel E2
    1981
    0.2 cm of textual documents and other documents

   Engineering diagrams
2.  13,15 Panel  
   1978-1979  
   4 pages of textual documents  
   
   Engineering diagrams

3.  17 Panel  
   1979-1981  
   0.4 cm of textual documents  
   
   Engineering diagrams

4.  18, 20 Panel  
   1977-1981  
   0.4 cm of textual documents and other documents  
   
   Engineering diagrams and notes

5.  T. Tang #1 shaft  
   1976-1980  
   0.3 cm of textual documents  
   
   Engineering diagrams

6.  19 Panel  
   1980-1981  
   0.7 cm of textual documents  
   
   Engineering diagrams

7.  19, 21 Panel  
   1978-1981  
   1.2 cm of textual documents and other documents  
   
   Engineering diagrams, notes, letter, and survey notes

8.  21 Panel  
   1979-1981  
   0.2 cm of textual documents  
   
   Engineering diagrams

9.  22, 24 Panel  
   1973-1981  
   1.1 cm of textual documents and other documents  
   
   Engineering diagrams, notes and letter
10. 23 and 25 panels
   1957; 1978
   0.2 cm of textual documents

   Engineering diagrams

11. 26 Panel
   1975-1980
   3 cm of textual documents and other documents

   Engineering diagrams and notes

12. 27 and 29 Panels
   1976-1980
   0.5 cm of textual documents and other documents

   Engineering diagrams and notes

BOX 46

1. 28 Panel
   1974-1981
   3.9 cm of textual documents and other documents

   Engineering diagrams, notes and correspondence

2. 30 Panel
   1976-1981
   3.8 cm of textual documents and other documents

   Diagrams, notes and correspondence

3. 31 and 33 Panels
   1979
   2 pages of textual documents

   Engineering diagrams

4. 32 Panel
   1974-1984
   3.8 cm of textual documents and other documents

   Engineering diagrams, and notes
5. 35 and 37 Panels
   1978-1980
   0.3 cm of textual documents and other documents

   Engineering diagrams and notes

BOX 47

1. 34, 36 Panel
   1976-1981
   1.2 cm of textual documents and other documents

   Engineering diagrams and notes

2. 37 Panel
   1979-1981
   0.9 cm of textual documents and other documents

   Engineering diagrams and notes

3. 38 Panel
   1980-1981
   0.5 cm of textual documents

   Engineering diagrams

4. 36c and 38c Grizzly dump points and access drifts
   1968-1981
   3.1 cm of textual documents and other documents

   Engineering diagrams and notes

5. 39 Panel
   1979-1981
   1 cm of textual documents and other documents

   Engineering diagrams and notes

6. 39, 41 Panel
   1979-1981
   1.1 cm of textual documents

   Engineering diagrams
7. 40 Panel
   1979-1981
   1.8 cm of textual documents

   Engineering diagrams

8. 41 Panel
   1979-1981
   0.9 cm of textual documents

   Engineering diagrams

BOX 48

1. [nine record books]
   1965-1970
   15.5 cm of textual documents

   Booklets of calculations

2. [telex and balance sheets]
   1968-1969
   0.5 cm of textual documents

   Telex and balance sheets

3. [correspondence]
   1966-1969
   2.2 cm of textual documents

   Correspondence, news release

BOX 49

1. [Yttrium recovery from barren solids settling pond]
   1970
   1.2 cm of textual documents

   Correspondence, report of recovery of Yttrium from barren settling pond slurry, proposed flow sheet and preliminary production estimates, chronological summary

2. Rare Earth Manual
   1965-1970
   1.9 cm of textual documents

   Reports, correspondence
3. [Shipping file]  
1967-1969  
3.3 cm of textual documents  
Correspondence, packing lists, bill of lading, assay certificate

4. Misc. Data and correspondence re: Michigan Chemical Company  
M.J. de Bastiani (1/2)  
1967-1970  
2.3 cm of textual documents  
Telex, correspondence, article, report of analysis, preliminary report, notes and balance sheets

5. Misc. Data and correspondence re: Michigan Chemical Company  
M.J. de Bastiani (2/2)  
1966-1967  
1.7 cm of textual documents  
Correspondence, telex, notes, balance sheet, report of analysis, x-ray analysis of Denison, Yttrium concentrate, graphs, report on visit to Michigan Chemical Corp., agreement

6. [shipping and correspondence file]  
1966-1967  
2.7 cm of textual documents  
Correspondence, notes, balance sheets, summary of operations, monthly consumption reports, Yttrium production sheets

BOX 50

1. Cash book March 1/56 - May 31/58  
1956-1958  
2 cm of textual documents

2. Cash Book Sept. 1/60 - Oct. 31/63  
1960-1963  
2 cm of textual documents

3. Cash Book Nov. 1/63 - Oct. 31/66  
1963-1966  
2 cm of textual documents
4. Cash Book Nov. 1/66 - June 30/69
   1966-1969
   2 cm of textual documents

5. Denison Mines Ltd. Employee's radiation exposure history
   to Dec. 31, 1968 (a-f) (1/2)
   1968
   2.2 cm of textual documents

   Personnel list

   This file has restrictions

6. Denison Mines Ltd. Employee's radiation exposure history
   to Dec. 31, 1968 (f-z) (2/2)
   1968
   2.4 cm of textual documents

   Personnel list
   Note: restriction on access applies to the documents.

Records received in 1998

A. [Journal Book]
   1959-1960
   2.5 cm of textual documents

   Journal

B. [Accounting Book]
   1960
   2.3 cm of textual documents

   General ledger

C. [Accounting Book]
   1958
   2.3 cm of textual documents

   Cash book and voucher register

D. [Accounting Book]
   1959-1960
   2.3 cm of textual documents

   Cash book, invoice, voucher register
E. [Accounting Book]
   1961-1966
   2.3 cm of textual documents

   General ledger

F. Supplementary Cost schedules M.J. de Bastiani
   1966-1968
   3.5 cm of textual documents

   Balance sheets, notes and schedules

G. Denison Mines 220 (GNC Homes)
   1972-1973
   3 cm of textual documents

   Layout prints of homes

H. [payroll journal]
   1965-1968
   5 cm of textual documents

   Hours, deductions
   Note: restriction of access applies to the records

   [pictures of miners]
   1939-1946
   4 photographs

   [charters of locals]
   1949-1977
   18 charters